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Introduction
Deliverable 4 inMiami is concerned with the "Completed Software Architecture". As such,it was envisaged to describe this software in a technical way, much as has been done inDeliverable 1. However, what we have done to report on this software is to show a numberof applications in which the integration of modalities becomes apparent.In chapter 1, an experimental interface is presented which deals with the challenge ofinformation user interfaces in the consumer electronics environment. The demands withrespect to usability are much higher than in computer user interfaces since the end usercannot be expected to be technically interested. The proposed interface o�ers a numberof dynamic and multimodal properties in a new fashion. In this setup, the paradigmaticproblem of 'choosing one in 500 videos' is approached by combining breadth �rst and alimited number of hierarchical levels with a low number of items on screen to choose fromat a given moment in time. These apparently contradictory requirements are achieved bythree slowly rotating cylinders with facets or tiles containing information about the itemsto choose. The result is an interface which can be described as a Jackpot metaphore.In chapter 2, a major breakthrough in multimodal integration (and cooperation in theMiami consortium) is presented. In this chapter, we present the moving and talking face:an arti�cial face is presented, which produces speech movements and a speech audio signal.The audio is spatialized such that the auditory location of the face matches the visuallocation on the screen. Furthermore, the face can be moved, using the meta device driverfor single-point continuous control.In chapter 3, the problem of robot navigation through remote control is addressed. Inorder to give a teleoperator improved information about the e�ects of his actions in theenvironment of the robot, force feedback is combined with acoustical feedback. Theseexperiments are directed towards the design of the analogical demonstrator at the end ofthe project.Chapter 4 presents an application in which we combine graphical information producedby the pen with an audio stream. A prototypical application is the mathematics teacher,working out a series of derivations. In this process, formulae are being written, deleted and3



substituted, during which process the actions are explained by voice. Such an integrationof modalities introduces new challenges at the technical level (synchronisation), but alsoat level of the user interface design.In chapter 5, the area of interaction support is addressed. Modern user interfaces aredesigned to be context free and open, allowing all actions and options to be activated atany moment in time (the mode-less interface). However, in practice, users perform typicalsequences of actions. Knowledge about the actual usage patterns, e.g., in statistical form,can be used by the system to speed up and facilitate the interaction process.Chapter 6 presents an application to make and present slide shows on a system withan LCD projection device. It uses the pen and the ink data type in order to allow forquick annotation and lively animations with ink. It is based on the Tcl/TK environmentstandard of the Miami project.
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Chapter 1
An interface for video-on-demand:the Jackpot
The Jackpot machine is a realization of a conceptual metaphore for the interface in in-teractive multimedia services aimed at consumers. Internet WWW is a simple exampleof interactive multimedia which will be followed in the future by a very wide range ofservices. The essential requirement by the consumer user accessing the services via a TVmonitor located in the living room is that keyboard input is not convenient and textoutput on the screen is reduced to minimum. This is essential di�erence with the currentWWW service on the Internet.The Jackpot machine realizes the interface using a metaphore well-known to the standarduser which allows to present on screen a wide range of services for selection in a dynamicway. The user is presented with a gambling machine which shows di�erent services on itsrotating wheels, see Figure 1.1. Each face of the wheels can represent a selection optionand the rotation increases the number of options available. The user can control theoperation of the machine and she/he can select speci�c service at will when it appears onscreen. After the selection of a service, the jackpot machine can present speci�c o�erings,for example movies. Numerous titles and images from the movies can be presented thenon the faces of rotating wheels. One can imagine numerous ways of interaction with thejackpot, including a random selection of o�erings.This type of of dynamic interface is potentially very attractive for the user. It can also beseen as a part of a bigger metaphore in which multimedia entertainment services (movies,games, etc.) are represented by a 'casino' metaphore and the 'jackpot' machines locatedthere correspond to the di�erent types those services. In turn the 'casino' can be a partof an information city metaphore with buildings representing di�erent services availablelike banking, travel agencies, musea, theaters, meeting places (cafes), shops, etc.1
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Figure 1.1: An example screen from the Jackpot DemoIn the context of MIAMI, the jackpot interface illustrates several problems involved inthe design, operation and integration of multimedia information. The interface requireswell-orchestrated integration of sound with 3-D graphics used for building the jackpot.Sound integration in the form of background music and synchronized noises accompanyingoperation of the machine is absolutely necessary for operation.The graphics interface in the jackpot machine was implemented using OpenGL (RIIT).Sound is generated via the Audio Application Server (RUB) and the Meta Device Driver(UKA). Sound and graphics are synchronized using the audio server. The software isportable but the visual realism is very much depending on the power of graphics acceler-ator because user interaction demands real time computations. Realistic implementationof the complete information city metaphore would require machine with highest perfor-mance. This limits the complexity of the graphics used in the interface. It should benoted however that in the near future such performance will be available in the desktopsand consumer set-top boxes. It is possible that with announced development both in the�elds of available software and hardware that the jackpot demo could be expanded toincorporate additional features such as a casino environment.
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Chapter 2
The Moving Talking Face
The moving talking face demonstration is a program built on three di�erent Miami mod-ules: the Talking face (ICP-FACE-ANIM), the Meta Device Driver (UKA) and theAudio Application Server for 3D audio rendering (RUB). This application requires oneinput device (a mouse) and two output devices (a computer screen and headphones). Thisdemonstration aims to illustrate how a multimodal object, in this case a talking face, canbe used in a city navigation environment, for instance.The ICP-FACE-ANIM object is written with OpenInventor. It is drawn with the help of apolygonal mesh and rendered with the Gouraud shading technique previously described.The whole structure of the face is stored in the Inventor's �le format where all the di�erentparts of the face are described. This �le contains all the ordered vertices and normals, aswell as the reection coe�cients of all parts. This �le is the basis of a C++ object whichcontains all the methods to built up and animate the face.As said above, the most important points here arei) how the face movements can be synchronized with the speech signal, andii) how the position of the display and of the acoustics can be spatially rendered in acoherent wayThe MDD is used in this example to move, from a 2D device such as the mouse, theface and the sound source location in two of the six degrees of freedom. The two degreesof freedom can be easily selected and modi�ed through a graphic interface. Accordingto the mouse position, the MDD sends the desired 3D location through a PVM socketand to both processes (ICP-FACE-ANIM and AAS). Then, the appropriate transformationsare applied to the face. The corresponding HRTF coe�cients are �nally recalculated andapplied to the speech signal. 3



4 Miami Esprit bra 8579As far as synchrony between face movements and speech is concerned, we use the syn-chronization module of the Audio Application Server. The previously recorded speechsignal and facial parameters are stored in �les. Each time the ICP-FACE-ANIM is ready tobe drawn, it gets the number of the video frame to be displayed from the audio process(based on the number of audio samples, thus on the time elapsed since the beginningof the sentence). This process keeps on synchronizing face movements and speech with-out acoustic degradation, whatever the graphic computer used. The higher the graphiccomputer performance, the higher the video frame sampling. This solution preserves acontinuity of the audio output.Figure 2.1 represents the global interaction between the di�erent modules.
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of the moving talking face demonstration
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Chapter 3
Robot Navigation
Two applications have been designed and implemented in order to demonstrate the usageof multiple modalities in the robotics domain. In the �rst one, we have focused on thegeneration of force feedback in order to support an operator during interactive control ofa mobile robot. The second one is an example for the integration of several modalities.Both robotic applications will be combined and extended in the analogical demonstratorwhich will be presented at the end of the project (see [1], section 7.2).3.1 Interactive Control with Force FeedbackIn mobile robotics, two main goals are addressed: First, it is desirable to realize a mobilerobot which as much autonomy as possible. Therefore, they are often called 'autonomousrobots' or 'autonomous mobile systems'. Unfortunately, this goal is only achievable withenormous e�ort regarding man-power and money. And even the best autonomous systemwill sometimes get into situations where it needs the help of a human operator.Consequently, the second goal is to design control systems for mobile robots which supportthe human operator as much as possible. In our view, this means to give the operatorthe best feedback the system can generate. In the analogical demonstrator which will bepresented at the end of Miami (see [1], section 7.2), we will include visual, auditive, andhaptic feedback. The last one is what we have started with, so in the remaining part ofthis section we will describe our basic control system with force feedback. An overviewof the principle system architecture is shown in �gure 3.1. In each cycle of the controlloop, input data is received from the user via the Meta Device Driver (MDD), therobot's world model data is updated, and �nally an output is generated by the ForceFeedback Generator (FFG) and send to the device via the MDD again.

7
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Figure 3.1: The principle structure of the robot control station with force feedback.Control input and force outputThe control system has been implemented in C with a Tcl/Tk user interface1. Its maininput device is the ForceJoystick which has been developed during the �rst year ofMiami, see �gure 3.2. In feedback mode, the ForceJoystick does not only send controlvalues to the application but also generates continuous force feedback controlled by twoservo motors and a microcontroller, see right picture of �gure 3.2. Although this device isnot very sophisticated and could be improved in several ways, it is su�cient to demonstratethe principle appropriateness of our approach.

Figure 3.2: The ForceJoystick is an input device which can also generate force output.(Left picture: ready to use; right picture: a look inside)1It is planned to realize a new version with 3D graphics in OpenInventor until the end of Miami.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 9Generation of force feedbackThe Force Feedback Generator (FFG) has been developed in order to realize forcefeedback in a robot control system. Several methods including global and local decisions,taking into account the current position, direction, and velocity of the robot etc. have beencombined to generate a situation dependent force feedback which supports the operatorbest. The basic structure of the FFG is shown in �gure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: The Force Feedback Generator calculates a resulting force feedbackbased on internal model data, sensor data, input data, etc.Di�erent methods are based on di�erent input data in order to realize independent mod-ules. This approach has two major advantages: First, the modules can be implemented,improved, and exchanged easily. Second, if in some situations some input data is missingor noisy (e. g. sensor data from the ultrasonic sensor system), the system can still gener-ate a force feedback although only some of the methods will contribute to the resultingoutput vector. An additional bene�t is the chance to set a weight for each method. Thus,the inuence of the di�erent methods can be tested and an operator can set the weightsaccording to her needs.The next �gures show the user interface of the current version. The �rst one (3.4) is ascreendump of the complete interface. The region which is marked with a dashed line isshown in more detail in �gure 3.5. The pictures show a oor with walls and obstacles,the path of the robot, the calculated boundaries, the resulting force vector, the currentdirection of movement and so on. The di�erent lines are colored in the original version.
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Figure 3.4: A screendump showing the user interface of the robot control system
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Figure 3.5: The region marked with a dashed line in �gure 3.4 is shown in more detailhere3.2 Multimodal Robot ControlThe second application is an example for the integration of several modalities. The servicerobot (see �gure 3.6), a combination of a mobile platform and a manipulator, can be inter-actively controlled by an operator. Both objects are controlled independently by di�erentinput devices, and a third device is used to change the camera position if necessary. Alldevices are connected to the application with the help of the Meta Device Driver(see [1], section 6.1), which means that an operator can exchange the devices and selectan appropriate one for the control of each object without changing the devices' interfaces.For the output, a 3D OpenInventor model of the service robot and a hotel environment isdisplayed on the monitor. In addition, the Audio Application Server (AAS, see [1],section 6.3) is used to provide acoustical feedback and the speaking face (see chapter 2)is connected to the application via PVM. With the help of the face, the system can'communicate' with the operator by giving introductions or help, so it becomes easier toful�ll a speci�c task.
DI 4 | Software Architecture



12 Miami Esprit bra 8579Modelling the robotThe service robot is a virtual compound object which has been virtually 'assembled' bycombining two OpenInventor models of real objects: a PUMA 260b manipulator has beenmounted on top of the mobile platformMortimer designed for a service robot in a hotelenvironment, see �gure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: The UKA service robotFor the interactive control of 'active' objects, OpenInventor provides socalled engines.With these engines, translational and rotational axes can be de�ned as well as methodshow to react to speci�c kinds of inputs. In the service robot model, we followed di�erentconcepts for the platform and the manipulator.Platform For the platform, we have de�ned two engines: one translational engine forthe platform's movement on the oor (two degrees of freedom) and one rotationalengine for turning around its z-axis (the third degree of freedom). With these twoengines, the way the real platform can be controlled has been imitated with respectto an external point of view,i. e. it is no emulation. The real platform is controlledwith two motors which are connected to two wheels, one at each side.Manipulator In contrast to this imitation, the behavior of the manipulator has beenemulated by six rotational engines, each of which controls one of the robot's joints.DI 4 | Software Architecture



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 13Therefore, this models copies|more or less|exactly the way the real manipulator iscontrolled. In addition, a two-�nger gripper has been mounted to the manipulator'swrist in order to grasp and manipulate objects.Multiple modalitiesAs said in the introduction to this chapter, the multimodal robot control application isan anticipation of the analogical demonstrator to be shown at the end of Miami. In thefollowing, we will describe some of our concepts although not everything presented herewill be realized until the 2nd review meeting in March 1996.Multiple devices By using the MDD as a general interface to several input devices, anoperator can select the appropriate device for a control task according to her needs.In the simulation, three active components might be controlled:� The mobile platform can be moved in 2D on the oor and has an additionaldegree of freedom for turning around its z-axis. Here, the ForceJoystick willbe the primary input device because it can also generate force feedback (seebelow).� With 6 degrees of freedom (not including the gripper), the manipulator is sig-ni�cantly more complex than the platform. E�cient control is provided byinput devices with at least 6 di�erent values. Therefore, either the ExoSkele-ton, the SpaceMouse, or the SpaceMaster might be used for moving themanipulator.� Finally, the camera's viewpoint can be interactively set by the operator. Becausethis is usually not a time-critical task, the selection of the best device is not ascrucial as for the platform and the manipulator. A good choice would be thepseudo device TclScales which provides 6 degrees of freedom.Force feedback The FFG described in section 3.1 will be integrated in the �nal versionof this application. When this is done, the platform can be controlled with theForceJoystick in force feedback mode which allows to 'feel' it when the platformis approaching a wall or others obstacles.Continuous acoustical feedback The arti�cially generated sound of a moving robotmight be used with calculated reections in order to give the operator a more naturalfeeling. This kind of feedback might also help to estimate the direction and distanceto other objects when it is generated as spatialized sound, a feature which is providedby the Audio Application Server (AAS).DI 4 | Software Architecture



14 Miami Esprit bra 8579Discrete acoustical feedback Earcons are one way of isolated sound output. Discreteacoustical feedback can be useful to generate alarm signals, to indicate a personapproaching the robot, or to give a kind of support in ful�lling a speci�c task.Human-like communication With the animated face (see chapter 2), the robot's in-terface can be equipped with human-like communication capabilities. This is espe-cially interesting when the platform is not operated by an expert but is used in apublic area like an exhibition or a museum. Here, the animated face can give in-structions, help the operator, or it might be used as a guide telling about thingsin the environment. In addition, the recognition of natural speech would be an in-teresting 'input device' especially for the last case, i. e. when the mobile platformwould operate in a public area.
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Chapter 4
Audioscript
Audioscript is a practical application which was devised speci�cally to investigate theintegration aspects and cognitive enhancement of information transfer which might bepossible to achieve by applying multimedia. At the same time the example is a testbedfor technical aspects and solutions which are dealt using the tools developed in MIAMI.The generic scenario of audioscript application is a lecture on a highly theoretical topic, inwhich many complicated formulas are written on the board by the lecturer who provides atthe same time a suitable narrative description. Such lectures are typical in mathematics,physics and engineering and to be useful they require very good presentation skills as wellas concentration from the audience. One can see that the sense of lecturing in this caselies in the fact that direct, dynamic audio-visual stimulation of the senses of participantstakes place and this enhances the information transfer from the lecturer. Important inthis case is perfect audio-visual synchronization (or orchestration) as well as dynamism inthe information ow: formulas written on the board and speech stream. The total e�ectof this can not be substituted by reading a book or listening to the speech alone.One could try to recreate this e�ect by recording and playing a video of the lecture. Thisprocess is has high bandwidth, processing and storage costs. Multimedia o�ers anotherpossiblity which is just the recreation of the speech and the exact ow of the formulas onthe screen. That is, participants will see the ow on the whiteboard on the screen andlisten to the lecture. If both media streams are perfectly synchronized and made to feelas natural as possible (which requires high quality voice and well-looking script) one canargue that the information transfer will be enhanced because dynamic ow of informationwill be preserved in the condition of full concentration of the participant using personaldevice.Audioscript represents a practical testbed implementation of this idea. In the implemen-

15



16 Miami Esprit bra 8579tation it was required to provide high-quality script production and an on-screen readingfacility. This was done using a graphics tablet and viewer implemented in Tcl/Tk, see�gure 4.1. The script can be made in the conditions resembling normal writing by pensused for presentations. At the same time audioscript provides audio recording and play-back facility. The complete system for both modalities has a number of user functions tomake its use convenient.
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Figure 4.1: An example screen from the Audioscript DemoPerfect synchronization of scripting and speech required detailed investigation and hasbeen realized by introducing time stamps into script samples in the recording phase.During the playback, packets of speech samples with known duration are controlling thewriting of script samples on the screen.The complete system is implemented using MIAMI modules, the audio server (RUB)handles sound I/O and the with meta device driver (UKA) controlling the input. Thesemodules are integrated into the application using TkPvm (NICI). Furthermore, the GESTEpen gesture recognizer (NICI) can be added to expand its functionality in operation.DI 4 | Software Architecture



Chapter 5
Supporting Interactions
Based on the tools described in [1, ch. 1], a multi-agent system for observing the user'sactions at the user interface level has been realized. Although it has been primarily de-signed in order to provide 'intelligent' haptic feedback, it can be combined with any otheroutput modality due to its modular and exible architecture [2].5.1 Idea and ConceptThe principle idea of this approach is to predict the next user action regarding the usage ofwidgets in the graphical user interface, i. e. to predict which interaction object (or widget)will be used next. Therefore, a user and application speci�c model based on empirical datais created. Basically, the user's interactions are 'observed' and analyzed by a multi-agentsystem and a statistic reecting the user's behavior is generated. When a su�cient amountof data has been collected and analyzed, it constitutes the basis for the prediction of futureactions. In order to increase the performance of the prediction component and to modelthe user's behavior as closely as possible, two di�erent approaches|trajectory-based anddialog-based prediction|have been combined.5.2 Prediction of User ActionsThe focus of this work has been set to analyzing the user in order to provide hapticfeedback when needed. The overall motto can be described as follows:

17
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The main task is to predict the next user action in order to launch the hapticfeedback selectively and to adapt this capability over time.Nevertheless, the methods developed and implemented for this task can be used for basicuser modeling as well as any other kind of feedback, may it be haptic, visual, or acoustical.The basic problem of predicting the user's actions can be described as follows: Given aset of widgets (potential targets) and the user's observable behavior1, �nd the widgetwhich is most likely to be used next. This is a classical classi�cation problem where agiven input sample|the user's interactions|has to be classi�ed in one of n classes|thepotential targets.At the user interface (UI), at least two di�erent methods exist to predict the next actionbased on the analysis of the user's current actions: the �rst approach analyzes the featuresof the cursor's trajectory (data-driven, see �gure 5.1), whereas the second one is a dialog-based approach in which the semantics of the UI and the dependencies of widgets arereconstructed (model-driven). To yield best results, both approaches can be combinedeasily.

Trajectory segment: Velocity:

Acceleration (smoothed):Trajectory‘s curvature:

Figure 5.1: Example of a positioning operation1Based on the events provided by the Xlib.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 19Trajectory-based predictionThe implemented procedure is based on stochastical classi�cation. The principle idea isto observe the user's interactions for some time, to collect the features extracted from thetrajectories of these interactions, and to set up a statistic of the user's 'behavior'. Aftersome time, the statistic will become more and more powerful and can be used to predictthe next action based on previous ones (a-priori-probability). Therefore, the followingformula has to be evaluated:Pj(posj~mi) = Pj(~mi; pos)P (~mi) = hj(~mi; pos)hj(~mi; pos) + hj(~mi;:pos)Here, ~mi is a feature vector, hj a frequency, and pos an indicator whether the widget willbe the target of the next positioning operation or not. In order to set up the statisticcontaining the usage frequencies for all widgets, the feature vectors have to be segmentedand classi�ed in discrete steps. For the implementation, the following features with thegiven number of steps have been used:Feature d # steps kdVelocity 5Smoothed acceleration 3Trajectory curvature 2Stopping distance 3Overall distance 2jM j = Qdi=1 ki 180In other words, the feature space covers 180 distinct cells. Nevertheless, the predictionusually starts to work after a small number of positioning operations because some widgetsare much more frequently used than other ones. By saving the collected data (i. e. thestatistic), it can be used in the future for the prediction and it will be re�ned and adaptwith every new user interaction. Thus, a user and application speci�c model of the usageof di�erent widgets will be created.By using these statistics in combination with adaptable thresholds �j, a decision whetherto launch some feedback or not becomes possible:Pj(posj~mi) >= �j ) User will use !j, feedback will be launched.Pj(posj~mi) < �j ) User will not use !j, feedback will not be launched.
DI 4 | Software Architecture



20 Miami Esprit bra 8579Dialog-based predictionThe second method to predict the next user action has been adapted from speech recog-nition. Instead of using the well-known formula of Bayes, socalled trigram probabilitiesapproximate the a-priori-probability: P (W ) � Qj P (!jj!j�2; !j�1).The idea is to model the semantics of the man-machine-dialog. Usually, some widgets willbe used right after a speci�c other widget has been used. The trigram probabilities areone way to model these interdependencies.The widgets which already have been used until a certain time are !1; !2; : : : ; !j�1. Thus,P (!jj!j�2; !j�1) determines the probability that widget !j will be the next target to beused if !j�2 and !j�1 were the last two widgets used. This probability, which is com-pletely independent of the probability calculated in the trajectory-based approach, canbe modelled as follows: P (!jj!j�2; !j�1) = h(!j�2; !j�1; !j)h(!j�2; !j�1)Here, h(!j�2; !j�1; !j) denotes the frequency of the usage of the positioning sequence(!j�2; !j�1; !j).By introducing a weight �, the overall probability to use a speci�c widget !j can be calcu-lated from a combination of both, the trajectory-based and the dialog-based prediction:Ptot = �Pj(posj~mi) + (1� �)P (!jj!j�2; !j�1)5.3 The Multi-Agent ArchitectureThe most exible implementation of a software system can be achieved by realizing thesingle parts as independent modules which are able to exchange data. When the mod-ules are completely independent, realized as separate processes and ful�lling some criteria(see [3]), they are said to be agents, and the architecture is called a multi-agent system,see �gure 5.2. By using PVM2 as the underlying software package for interprocess com-munication, such a system is relatively easy to realize and might be extended with othercomponents with minimal e�ort.The system is composed of four main components: The control tool ForceAgent isthe heart of the system. It manages the statistical model, analyzes the user's behavior,2PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) is a public domain software which has been described in more detailin [1, ch. 1]. DI 4 | Software Architecture
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Figure 5.2: The multi-agent architecturepredicts the next widget, and launches the feedback by sending a command to the secondcomponent, the ForceMouse driver. It is a low-level module which provides severalcommands for di�erent feedback modes.In order to increase the system's performance and to reduce the ForceAgent's load,the observation tool Spy has been developed. This module creates a simpli�ed modelof the GUI which contains all data needed by the ForceAgent. Finally, the visualizertool Show has been implemented. It can be used to visualize the internal models and torecord and play back movement trajectories, but it is mainly intended to be used duringsystem development and debugging.5.4 Speci�c Advantages1. The system is a plug-and-play solution which is fully compatible with any Tcl/Tkapplication (versions 7.4/4.0 or later) running under X. In order to use the hapticmodality, the multi-agent system runs in the background, identi�es running Tcl/Tkapplications, and modi�es them without a�ecting the source code.2. The implementation is very exible. Although designed to support haptic feedback,it might be used for other modalities as well.
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Chapter 6
Sheet Viewer
The SheetViewer is an application which allows the user to create a presentation or slideshow. Running on a PC or notebook computer, it presents its graphics on a large screen viaan LCD projector device. A number of commercial applications exists, but none of themincludes the use of live and animated ink as a data type. The SheetViewer application iswritten for the MIAMI project for a number of reasons:1. It shows the use of the pen as a pointing device and a graphical data (=ink) entrydevice,2. It is an application which uses the event-driven environment as designed for MIAMI,3. It is based on the modular approach, so new item types or input devices can alwaysbe added,4. It can be used in Miami presentations on workshops and meetings.Ink is being used in two ways: (1) the lecturer may add annotations to the sheets, live.This can be done in reaction to questions from the audience, for instance. (2) In the secondmode of ink usage, the user may start an animation of pre-recorded ink. The advantageof the latter option is that a lecture has more cognitive resources available to keep incontact with the audience than if some live modi�cations have to be performed, and thegraphical quality is guaranteed. However, the addition of annotations in real time alsomake a presentation more lively, as in the Audioscript application (Chapter 4).
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24 Miami Esprit bra 85796.1 Two modes of interactionThe SheetViewer can be used in two modes: "Edit" and "View". In the "Edit" mode, theuser can edit the page in all kind of ways:� create items (use the third mouse button for a menu)� drag or resize items� delete items (drag outside sheet area)� record ink� type text via the keyboard� transform ink into another item or data typeIn the "View" mode, the editing is restricted, to prevent the lecturer from destroyingessential information. But the user can still create new ink on the page, for live annotation.Clicking on an item doesn't select it for editing, but may result in another user-speci�edaction (e.g. a link to another page, or the start of an animation)The following items are supported now, but it is easy to add any number of new items:title Title of sheetheader Header of sheet (in the upper right corner)footer Footer of sheet (in the lower right corner)arg Text aligned below the title. Can also contain a link to other sheetspartners a list of logos (in the lower left corner)photo Any picture (must be in GIF, PPM, or XBM format)rect Rectangleoval Ovalline Linearrow Arrowtxt Text (freely movable in page)DI 4 | Software Architecture



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 25ink Ink. Any sequence of coordinates.lips An example how to add your own items. It contains a model of the lip-parameters designedby ICP.Based on a limited number of actions that a lecturer may want to use, the bottom of theSheetViewer screen (Figure 6.1) contains the following buttons:Previous - go to previous sheetBack - go to top sheetSave - save content of sheet to �lePostscript - create postscript output from content of sheetClear ink - clear all ink on pageNext - go to next page6.2 Modular approachEach item type is fully described in a separate �le. For example, the "oval" item isdescribed in the �le "oval.tcl". This �le is supposed to contain the following functions.foo create foosave_foo save foo to fileplay_foo describes what happens if foo is clicked on. (optional)where "foo" is the name of the item. The best way to create your own item types is tocopy an existing item into another �le and make the necessary adaptations. All you haveto do to use this new item is create a new index �le (tclIndex). Saved sheets also have the".tcl" extension, because the commands in it are just Tcl commands. Loading a sheet isin fact nothing more than loading the �le and execute the commands in it. For postscriptoutput the extension ".ps" is used instead of ".tcl". The extensions used are:".ink" ink-data".ibk" backup of ink-data".tcl" sheet or item description".tbk" backup of sheet".ps" postscript output of sheetsDI 4 | Software Architecture
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Figure 6.1: A screen dump of the SheetViewer program6.3 PortabilityThe SheetViewer needs Tk4.0 or higher. It is not dependent on any of the MIAMI exten-sion (as long as you don't use other input devices). Because Tk4.1 is available now forWindows and Mac too, it runs on these machines too. And of course it will run on anyUNIX station.
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